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Friday, October 11
David Ogilvy.Chairman of
Ogilvy, Benson, and Mather
and a Trustee of Colby College
will speak on:

"Should Advertising Be

Louis M ? Lyons Will Receive
Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award

Abolished? "
The art gallery of the Bixler Art
' Louis M. Lyons, curator of the
at
&-.Q0
in
Given Auditorium.
and Music Center at Colby was ded- '_.
Nieman Fellowships at Harvard
icated Saturday evening in honor of
University, has been selected by
two devoted friends of the college.
Colby College to receive its Elijah
The special tribute was paid to
Parish Lovejoy Award made anually
a prominent Maine industrialist and
to a newsman "who has contributed
his wife , Mr. and Mrs. Ellerton M.
to the nation 's journalisti c achieveJette of "Waterville and Sebec.
ment. "
President Robert E. L. Strider
The ' veteran Boston editor and
and President-emeritus J. Seelye
commentator
has been a leader in
Bixler took part in the ceremony,
"Go West , young man ," advised discussion of the role of the
press in
followed by a preview of an exhibi- Horace Greeley. Each year severa l
modem
America.
He
will
become
tion representative of acquisitions Colby students reverse this advice,
C
olby
's
twelfth
Lovejoy
Fellow
at
since the opening of the Center four and go East — to Europe as part
a
convocation
here
on
Tuesday
evenyears ago. The art, on display until of Colby's Junior Year Abroad proNov . 3, has been acquired by the gram. This year sixteen students ing, November 21.
The award memjoriali_.es Elijah
Friends of Art at Colby, heade d by are participating in this program.
Lovejoy,
an 1826 graduate , who is
Mrs. Jette.
Studying in England are Rod
A plaque was unveiled by Presi- Gould, Bill Gates , Margo Wesley, considered America 's first martyr
dent Strider which cites the Jettes and Nancy Winslow ; in Spain , Bob of the freedom of the press. Lovejoy
as "dedicated honorary graduates of Gordon ' and Karen Jaffee ; in was killed in 1837 at Alton , 111., at
Colby who have added immeasurably France , Myles Denny-Brown , Al the age of 34, when a street mob,
to the aesthetic life of the college." DiMaio , James Woodward , Judy angered by his editorial s denouncing
Former president and now chair- Gup till , Margo Lutz, ; Harriet Fran slavery, marc h ed on hi s n ewspaper
man of the board of- the CF. Hath- Holmes, and Betsy Lyman ; in Ger- offices , fired the building and shot
away Company, Jette has served on many, Bob Baggs ; and in Mexico, him.
the co llege 's board since 1950. He Gardner Gray.
Each year the award is made by
,
heads the" leadership gifts commitColby
to a newsman of "integrity,
f
Gardner Gray, a Mexico City
tee for Colby's $3.6 million can_ - College, is studying: International craftsmanship, and character " who
paign initiated by a challenge grant Law, International Relations, In- continues the Lovejoy heritage of
from the Ford Foundation .
Louis. M . Ly ons
ternational Economics, Cultural fearlessness and freedom.
Mrs. Jette, ¦ as chairman of the Personality in Mexico, and Spanish. In public speeches and as the
Friends of Art;, was a member of Myles Denny-Brown, at the Univer- editor since 1946 of the professional my of New England Journalists and - Colby President Robert E . L. Striwas honored by his alma mater , the der , and Reginald Sturtevant, chairthe committee which- planned the sity of Paris , Institute of European journal ,
NIEMAN
REPORTS,
nationally acclaimed exhibition, of Studies, hopes to study French, Lyons has dealt with the problems University of Massachusetts, for man of the college's board of trus; '; '• ...,
"Maine and itk Artists,"-at the col- Comparative European Economies, faced daily in. reporting of news. He distinguished public service. He will tees.
.
be
a
featured
speaker
at
the
CenPast
recipients
. have been James
last;
summerp
Great ^European Historians, \Modern conducts yan evening television news tennial Celebration - of -Goddard ' Col- S. Pope, ^URIMt JOURNAL and
¦'lege
¦¦ y'fA^ncany-vPiMij ft^
Europj-ah History; Readings in Po- program ovei- "tfie Easterh Educa- lege on Oct. 10-17 to which Colby LOUISVILLE (Ky.) TIMES,; 1952 ;
autjeei of Ian aiddress hy Karl Ny- litical Texts, and Politics of Europ- tional Network.
is sending a; faculty member and Irving Dilliard, ST.. LOUIS POST
ren , director of the Cary Memorial ean Integration.
DISPATCH, 1953;' James Russell
Library . in Lexington,, Mass., who Karen Jaffe, studying at the Uni- Since 1939, he has been curator two student representatives.
of
the
Nieman
Fellowships
at
HarLyons entered the newspaper pro- Wiggina , WASHINGTON POST,
spoke before the . dedipation. ;
. versity of Madrid in the New York
a,
In> acknowledging the ihqnpxs,^University Program, will take a vard, program which brings to the fession in 1919 with the Bopton 1954 ; Charles A. Sprague , OREGON
Jette said tha.t the , storjp *|fpthe Survey of Spanish Literature, Span- university experienced American Globe. He was extension editor of STATESMAN , 1955 ; and Arthur
Friends of Art and their achieve- ish Phonetics, Advanced Composi- newspapermen for graduate study. Massachusetts Agricultural College Hays Sulzburger, THE NEW YORK
ments "shows what cad be done by tion, Style and Syntax , Founda- Lyons has been honored profes- from 1920-23 and, after a summer TIMES, 1956.
Also, Buford Boone, TUSCALOOa vital and ambitious group of peo- tions of Hispanic Civilizations, and sionally on several occasions. He is on tho Springfield Republican, reple." Ho forecast : "This is only the a seminar in Spanish-American His- recipient of the 1958 George Foster j oined the editorial staff of the SA (Ala.) NEWS, 1957 ; John N.
Peabody Award for news reporting , Globe. He was a member of the first Heiskell , ARKANSAS GAZETTE,
beginning."
tory.
He noted tho museum "has al- Colby students who contemplate the 1958 Richard Lauterbach Award Nieman Fellows group in 1938-39. 1958 ; Clark R. Mollenhoff , THE
ready outgrown its original size and following a Junior Year Abroad pro- for "substantial contributions in the The Lovejoy Award selection com- COWLES PUBLICATIONS, 1959 ;
desperately needs additional gallery gram should bear in mind the fol- field of civil liberties ;" a 1959 Free- mittee is composed of Erwin D. Ralph MoGill , ATLANTA («_ .)
dom Foundations Medal ; and a ci- Canham of THE CHRISTIAN SCI- CONSTITUTION, 1960 ; Bernard
flpaoo and other facilities."
lowing :
tation , the same year, from the ENCE MONITOR , Harbert Brucker Kilgorc, WALL STREET JOURNConcluding, he thanked Colby
1. Permission to pursue such a
"for giving us the privilege to serve program must be'obtained from the Overseas Press Club for distinguish- of the HARTFORD (Conn. ) COU- AL, 1961; and Thomas M. Storke,
in what we think is the great .op- Committee on Foreign Students and ed reporting of foreign affairs. Last RANT, Dttight E. Sargent of the SANTA BARBARA NEWS-PRESS,
portunity to take part in the en- Foreign Study. Such permission spring he was elected to the Acado- NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE, 1962.
richment of many peoples' lives for must be sought by the filing of a
the future."
special Application Form which can
be obtained from any of the members of the Committee listed below.
No Colby credit will be given for
study abroad without the approval
of the committee.
2. At the end of the sophomore The New England Cplleges Fund has received part of a $30,000
The following girls have accepted
year the specific distribution, re- ift to the
g
Independent College Funds of America from the Sperry bids from Oolby sororities this wook.
quirements . must havo been met
The class of 1967 at Colby is sta- (or , in special cases, waived by ac- and Hutchinson Company, .mown throughout the nation as distribu- A total of 55 girls pledged at the
end of i this semesters nhortenod
tistically just a little lower on the tion of the Committee.) Require- tors of S & H Green Stamps.
*
male side and. just a little higher ments for the major must have been In thanking Sperry «fc Hutohin- . leges. The national IOFA associa- rush period .
on tho female side than tho class of fulfilled up to a,point satisfactory son for its contribution to tho New tion comprises 40 state and region- Alpha Delta Pi — Linda Brewer,
England Colleges Fund , Robert E. al associations, representing close to Judy Gorrie , Elly Gingpld , Nanoy
1966. Total enrollment for '67 is to the department concerned,
Hoilman , Laurie Hunt , Pat Jenk»,
355, down four from tho 359 of last ,3 . Any student who wishes to be L. Strider , II, President of tho 500 private liberal arts colleges.
Francis H. Gardiner , district man- Susan Mirsky, Pam Wheeler.
year. 219 men and 135 women wore considered this semester for the Fund and of Colby Collogo, said :
Chi Omega — Wendy Barr , Carol
accepted for '67 as compared to 226 Junior Year Abroad must file the "Sperry and Hutchinson has joined ager of the Sperry and Hutchinson
and 133 respectively for '66.
completed application with tho a growing number of contributors Company, hx presenting the gift , Bcqrs , Carole Betterloy, Pam CoopThe median college bpard , scores chairman, Professor Holland , by who have raised their sights. Thoir said : "Wo are very pleased to re- er, Ruth Kalonian , Jano Machis,
reflect tho general trend. Mon are Tuesday, November 26, 1963. This increased gift will help NEOF to new and increase our investment in Margo Minory, J. J. Mueller , Laudown .n little for '67 and the wonion application must he approved by tho remain one of the most effective as- private higher education . Both in- rie Pago , Diane Pierce , Martha Pilaro about the same as last v year. student's maj or advisor and depart- sociations of its kind in tho nation. dividuals and corporations havo re- ling, Nancy Powers, Gail Robbins,
The men have gone from 570 verbal mental chairman . A student who "Contributions like this mako it ceived advantages from top quality Nancy Sohado , Debbie Terrio , Ginand 607 math to 567 and 599 res- will bo study ing at a university at possible for tho 25 Fund members education in technical progress and ger Trafton , Diana "Weatherby,
pectively. > The women , . however , which the instruction is in a lan- to improve the quality of their pro- in higher living standards. It ben- Joanno Richmond (sophomore transhave fluctu ated only a point in each guage other than English must also grams. Such support increases tho efits all of us to do whatever wo fer) Kate Caswell (junior transfer).
¦
direotion. From 581 math and 605 obtain the approval of a member of educational opportunities for tho can to meet our responsibilities to Delta Delta Delta — Boa AddonisMio
Allison
Burns
Stephanie
Bur,
,
verbal thoy have gone to 580 mrith tho ,Dopartment of Modern Foreign youth who will bo tomorrow 's load- education. We strive to help as
ton
Suo
Cook
Ellie
Crouch
Elaine
,
,
,
\
avvd COG vovbal.
Language*, who can vouch for his era . I. speak for .itch it> expressing many private liberal arts colleges
v
as, wo can through this unrestricted Dignam , Suo Elmer, Andy Jenni•Colby sons and daughters are ability to do work in that language. our thanks, "
fewer this year than last. Last year 4 , Opportunity to make applica- Th is is t he third ; consecutive year gifV'to tho many state asso'oint'ionfi , son , Both Lawt on , Laurie Lowiii,
19%>.of tho freshman class wore re- tion will bo i possible until Februarj th at 1 S & H, whioh has its district like the Now England Colleges Marty Montoh , Suo Monk , Lorrio
lated to Cojby . alumni. This year 17, 1964. However, no application? offices ioj ; Nntiok, Massachusetts, Fun d i tha t ' aro members of tho, Rudnmn, Sookio Stookwoll , Linda
Turlo , Cheryl Woltman , Linda
only 17% aro related to the "old will bo processed between. Novomboi has mado a major gift to tho state IOFA. "
,
The IOFA gift is in addition to Johnson (sophomore), Judy. ,.ltadGrads. "
'
2fl , 1963 ancj. February 17, 1904. H associations, Tho Now, England ColOnco again, Maflaaohuflotts - and is advisable , whonovor possible , thai logos, Fun d's share of tho gift will S &, H's regular Program of Aid to, wany (junior transfer), Joanie
Continued on Pago Six
bo divided among tho 25 member colContinu ed On Page Ei ght
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Colby Offers You
Opportunity For
Studying Abroad

Glass of 1967
Statisti cs
Publish ed

Generous Grant Is
Given By S & M Co.

Sororities

Announce
55 Pled ges

Editorial:

Letters To Editor

The Echo Shall Prevail

.

UTOBHif!3 ©OT^HIMMEir*

To the Editor :
Only two years after the passage
of the Nunez Proposal , and after
nine hours of "debate" at two Stu- '
•
dent Government meetings, the
__ ______ ___ _ _
Council has done something about
September 30
the problem of discrimination in A regular meeting of the / Council, 1963
was
called to order by President ( Schoeman at
fraternities and sororities.
7:00 in the Hurd Room of Roberts Union.
A committee has been formed to The secretary's minutes were read and corrected- The treasurer reported a cash balance
study the matter.
of $5 34.81 and a sinking fund balance of
$1048.28. The Senior Class and Men's' JuSincerely,
diciary were not represented .
.i Stuart H. Rakoff
COMMITTEE REPORTS :

Student Government has finally rendered its opinion on the Nunez
¦
___
1
Proposal — an opinion virtuall y meaning less in comparison with any
official action which the Administration might take. After a weel's
less the question is, considered tonight 'with
the evidence at hand (i.e., the progress rerecovery period , Stu-G is about to embark on another controversial
ports -which are a statement of the situation
as it exists), it would be delaying it unnecvoyage into the questioned area of Echo salary allocations. At the
essarily. Barbara Gordon told those who
were afraid- that the matter would be dropped
October 14th meeting members of the Echo staff will be called upon
if, the letters were considered as progress
reports that the sororities and fraternities were
to defend our right to give relativ el y insignifican t salaries to those
still working on the issue within their own
groups and that the progress reports should
staff members who are so deserving. While it is to be hoped that the
1. Committee on Radio Colby — Ken reassure the students that something is being
Gray. Chairmandone. The chair 's ruling was sustained by a
tension and h ysteria that accompanied the Nunez meetings can be
Ken Gray presented the following progress vote of 15-3.
Proceeding to consider me Phi Delta Theta
report: .1) Radio Colby has received adminLETTE R TO EDITOR
avoided , it should be recognized by the student bod y that the outistrative support through the donation of the letter, a motion was made by Mr. Foxman
To the Editor :
that:
1.) the Council refrain : from sending
ping pong room for use by the sta tion . 2)
come of this meetin g may have a profound effect on campus activito the Administrative Committee unI feel that the conduct exhibited They have join ed the Intercollegiate Broad- atil letter
just review has been made, with the Councasting System which provides the following
ties far beyond the realm of the Echo.
at the social science lectures on benefits: a handbook ; they will act as a go- cil to determine when the review is cocriplete ;
between with the FCC and Radio Colby ; we and 2> the officers of Phi Delta Theta be reIf Student Government can pass a resolution prohibiting salaries Monday afternoons is not only dis- will have access to their tape library. 3) It quested to appear before the next meeting
is hoped that we will have the statio n at before the review is taken. This motion was
for camptis organizations, the implied economic control of Student turbing, but also outright disres- Colby by January. It will operate under a ruled out of order since due notice of the
pectful to the speaker. It seems carrier current system which means we will meeting was given and the Phi Delts should
Government over each individual campus organization could be ex- surprising that a group of college only be able to pick up broadcasts in build- have been represented in attendance to deings on the Colby campus. The advantages of fend their position ; also action on this issue
tended to policy control. This new power might not be apparent at students could be so rude to a lec- this include the fact that it "will not be nec- should not be delayed past this meeting.
It was then suggested that the Council reessary . to get a FCC license, there won't be
once; hovVever, a precedent such as the Echo situation would easily turer. Even more shocking is why any objections from the stations downtown, view each letter individually and vote whethana it involves smaller costs. 4) Money Irom er the progress/shown in the letter was sufOp en, the door for Stu-G interference in areas which should definitely the students cannot even show the treasury of the former Radio Colby has ficient. A motion was made by Mr. Cohen
enough patience, to allow the' lectur- been used thus far ; still to be purchased are and carried by a vote of -15-2 to establish the
be free from its influence.
transmitters , microphones, turntables, etc. following three criteria by which to judge
er to complete his talk. The moment The $1200 allocated last spring will be used the progress reports : 1) a statement in a
<
these items.
letter that ia the Constitution of each fratThe Echo is confident and fully prepared to present valid reasons that the period is officially over at for
ernity and sorority there is no discrimination
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1. A letter from the Chairman of the clause ; 2) There exists no "mutually accepta- .
f6r the. continuation of the present traditional salary policy. If you twenty minutes after one, desks Board
of Trustees was read , thanking us for ble" clauses or gentlemen 's agreements in
papers begin to be our letter in regard to the Activities Fee the constitution or among the members of the
are interested in the Echo situation and/or its influence on your cam- start banging,
organization ; 3) no recommendation - system
shuffled around , and general havoc increase.
President Schoeman read the letter he with regard to race, religion , color, or creed
pus organizations , attend Moriday's meeting and present your opinion . begins to spread throughout the lec- is 2.sending
to Reginald Sturtevant, Chairman be a prerequisite for membership : 4) an
of the Board of Trustees, informing him of amendment, to .cover situations where sufture hall. This occurs regardless of his honorary membership in Student Govern- ficient progress has been shown , but where a
legal technicality which inhibits further acwhether the lecturer has finished ment.
3. A letter from Fulton J. Lewis was read , tion at present is unable to be surmounted.
his talk or not. Very often the noise tentatively accepting a speaking engagement The recommendation system was then exat Colby for November 3, 1J>63.
plained . A parallel was drawn to the charis so loud that it completely drowns OLD BUSINESS:
acter references requested by colleges . upon
application — they provide a more intelli1. The Nunez Proposal
of the novel. The white rabbit , who out the speaker , forcing him to raise
; by Paul Stron g
The Chair made the following statement gent basis for selection of membership. The
-there
is
dragging
the
innoi
s
damn
e
d
have
Note : Itt recent years
,
his voice to a near shout or to dis- concerning the limitation of debate at the point was. raised that the recommendations
Council meeting: "The chair rules that no could be used as a vehicle for¦ discrimination ;
been huinerbus analyses 6f ALICE cent Alice into the big hole with continue his talk. Such audacious motion
to close debate shall be entertained however, since it depends on the person givIN* WONDERLAND, many often him ; Alice , never once considering rudeness gives a bad impression of unless and until everyone assembled here has ing the rec, until it can be established that
had the chance to speak before the Council. the rec . could or could not keep out an intakiiig a -psychological approach . the effects this might have on her the Colby student to. the members The Chair would advise you that remarks dividual , no one can prove that the rec is
be
as pertinent as possible and as short as used for discrimination.
Here^ for the first time, is the way soul as she' drops deeper and deep- of the faculty who are present, to possible
and that all remarks be directed
Each of the letters was then read again
a hew critic might approach ALICE. er into sin. We might notice that other more respectful students, and through the chair. In this way the meeting and reviewed by the Council:
can remain orderly and everybody can have
1) Phi Delta Theta: Mr. Weaver from
,tn a , consideration of ALICE IN like Victoria Corrombzoha in the most of all to the lecturer. In con- an opportunity to speak and be heard. Only Phi Delt 's national headquarters in Oxford ,
gave a summary of the present situaunt
il
everybody
has
had
a
chance
to
speak
wbftbMfcANb we might do well WHITE DEVIL (notice the similar clusion, I feel that it is about time will the Chair entertain a motion to close Ohio,
tion. He quoted from their constitution to
the effect that a three-fourths vote of any two
to ask oiirsolves , exactly what is irriage) Alice fails to realize her that the students attending the "so- debate or to limit debate."
He then read the Nunez Proposal which is successive general conventions is- necessary to
the world of the novel . We might, transgression of absolute standards. cial science lectures begin to show as follows :
pass an amendment to the constitution. At
"Within two years, before June, 1963, each prese nt, a man has to be socially acceptable
perhaps, indeed arrive at a con- Alice has really "fallen" from more respect for their fellow stu- group
on campus must present a letter from , to all men of all chapters. If the legislation
clusion if we consider the function Grace. Thus Carroll , as Shakespeare dents and , above all, for the lectur- their national organization to the effect that Which has already passed the convention once
the l oca l group has complete freedom of selec- passes a second time in 1964, a waiver clause
of the white rabbit. Exactly what in his sonnets , has shown us the er who has taken his time and effort tion in regard to membership. This would will
replace the membership clause, thus
present each group with two . years to arbi- providing local autonomy for the chapters.
is the white rabbit doing in the reality . We do not live in a pastoral to speak.
trate with national organizations for local Mr. Weaver emphasized that "the essence of
novel ? We might note that the white world , sitting by the • bank of the
(Name withheld, by request) autonomy on this policy. This has been suc- change vis time" and that what the Colby
cessful at other colleges where administrative chapter feels may not be the same as what
rabbit is always associated with a river , making daisy chains and
rulings have been made. The evidence should the chapters elsewhere feel. This legal techbe in ¦writing so that so called '.'mutually ac- nicality of voting twice is a protection for
watch, with being late , in short , reading stories. We are living in a
ceptable" clauses • and "gentlemen's agree- Jhe chapters. The : Cpuncil voted unanimously
LETTER
TO
EDITOR
with time. Thus* we can clearly see world df fallen rabbits ; sin is all
ments", will not provide an opportunity to 'that Phi Delta Theta has met the established
October 8, 1963 discriminate."
criteria . Chapter president Roger Isbister
th at , in a sense, the white rabbit around us. The white rabbit is the
A rider was also passed along with the added that the chapter has already assumed
To
the
Editor
:
above resolution reaffirming the power of the local autonomy and has given a Negro a bid
represents the world of temporal symbolic equivalent- of
ShakeGovernment Association to invoke this semester.
The, Council of Student Govern- Student
reality, as opposed to the world of speare's canker m the rose —
Article IV, Section 1 of the old Constitution
2) Kappa Delta Rho : The Council voted
('Article III, Section 6 of the new constitu- .unanimously that Kappa Delta Rho has met
absolute reality. For what , we we might note that a rabbit is a ment voted on October 3, 1963 to tion)
"when organizations fail to comply the established criteria. .
mi ght ask , is the rabbit late ? fine, choice for a canker in the pas- create a standing committee on dis- with the conditions of the prestated Law." ' 3) Alpha Tau Omega: The Council .voted
Article
III, Section 6: "The Council shall unanimously that ATO has met the estabClearly the answer . is: Judgment tora l garden , nibbling away at vir- crimination in fraternities and sor- have the power . .. . to review the activities lished criteria.
orities at Colby. This committee will of student organizations ' and to recommend 4) : Zeta Psi:1 The Council voted unaniDay. The rabbit is clearly damned , tue, as is were.
to the Administration Committee of the col- mously ¦that Zeta
¦1 • Psi- has met the established
report
back to the Council by Peb- lege
that the constitution or charter of any or- criteria. ,
as symbolized by the fact that he
ALICE IN WONDERLAND is a
ganization
be
revoked
for
failure
to
comply
5),
Delta Upsilon: The Council voted un :
is. late. This , is con firmed where- "framework story" and as such it ruary 1, 1964 on its findings on dis- with the spirit and letter of this constitu- animously
.that DU has met the established
criteria .
over we look. The rabbit , according is akin to Boccaccio's DECAMER- crimination based on race, religion , tion
6) Pi Lambda Phi: The Council voted
The question arose regarding the status of
to . tho Elizabethan theory of corres- ON. The problem we must face is creed , or national origin. While the Trustees' decision -which sets the deadline unanimously that PLP has met the estabto 1965 as it affects the Nunez proposal. lished criteria.
ponding planes of reality is low an- this : did Alice dream all this , or there may not have been unanimous upFollowing
7) Alpha Delta Phi: The Council voted
action by both the students and
agreement
about
the
wisdom
of
the
the
faculty in 1$>61, the Board of Trustees unanimously that ADP has met the estabimal on the totem pol e — he is the did she, in reality, "Fall. ". This
reviewed the situation and decided to set lished criteria.
most animalistic of animals , noted brings us to the problem of appear- Council's decision when that deci- Commencement 1965 as the date when frater- ' 9) Lambda Chi Alpha: The Council voted
nities and sororities "must satisfy the board unanimously that LCA has met the estabfor his sublunary habit of procrea- ance/reality, as foreshadowed in the sion was being made, there should that
they have the right to seject their mem- lished criteria.
10) Delta Kappa Epsilon: The Council
tion, Wo notice that this is not a white rabbit' s disguise and the, cat be unanimous support of this com- bers wihout regard to race, religion , or national origin." It has then contended that voted unanimously that DKE' has met the
mittee
now
that
that
decision
has
rabbit in natural form , but a rabbit in tho tree who appears and fades
the national organizations were responsible to established criteria.
the Board of Trustees and legally had no SORORITIES:
in disguise (what does this sug- periodically. Clearly, Ali ce did not been made.
to Student Government. However,
i) Chi Omega: They have a mutually acIn investigating, this committee obligaion
gest? — can we put on a disguise d roam this, She is damned. This is
Student Government , the body representing ceptable clause in 'their constitution. Mutually
authorthe
students
of
the
campus
under
the
acceptable was defined by the fact that, a
without changing our nature?) by made clear at the end of the novel will be doing a service because it ity vested in it by ' the Trustees and the "Ad- group
has certain standards with regard to
putting clotlies oh over his regular when she is brought to trial. She is will bo making as clear as possible ministration , has passed the Nnez resolution membership and that you have to consider
and , according to its constitution , has a the discretion of all the sisters and the fact
pure white coat , i.e. covering his found guilty, for the Queen of what the situation is regarding dis- right to deal with this matter and to make that a girl might not be acceptable in cerrecommendations it so votes. Letters from tain chapters. Although the Colby chapter atpurity. The rabbit's desceiit into a hearts (hearts - mercy - Christ sym- crimination in fraternities and sor- any
the 'ten fraternities and the four soror- temped to change tlie constitution , at national
'
hole is clearly symbolic of his des- b ol??) would have hor head cut off. oriti es. Rumors concerning suoh dis- ities were then read by President Schoeman, convention ,,, because of thi preponderance ol
and the floor was opened for discussion.
southern chapters, they were voted down.
cent int o Hell. Ali ce follows him. Alice's reply, "who cares for yon" crimin ati on will eith er b o dis p ell ed
The Council was informed of a meeting However, they have been
verbally told by a
President
Schoenational 6fficer . this t ¦.fall s that they could
held with the two Deans,
Consid er "lii another moment down d emonstrates for us that Alico has or verified.
,
Pan-Hellenic
President
Barbara
Gordon
man ,
pledge a Negro if they had 2 recommendaw o nt Alico a ft er it , never once con- descended into the sin of despair. It must be remarked that the and IPC President Jim Crawford in which it tions which could be obtained from an alumfra
ternity
and
sororwas
decided
to
ask
each
anywhere. Chi Omega feels that progress
.
sidering how she was to gob out The whole novel may be seen as Al- Board of Trustees , by its own rul- ity for a letter stating that there was no dis- na
has been .made in- view ; of the change in
in g, will soon be required to act. crimination clause in their constitution and membership and the /closer relations with
again, " Hero is tho inciting action
Oontinued on Page Six
they had loca l autonomy with regard the national organization. It was' also brought
When the Board of Trustees delib- that
to selection of membership. It was felt that up that a Beta by-law, which did not go
progress re- along with the national constitution , was
erate on this question , th ere will h o these letters: to be consideredin aslight
of the voted out last spring and the group decided
pprs, would be sufficient
no open mooting. There will be no Trustees' decision.
to remain with the national and attempt to
work from within to abolish discrimination.
Box 1014, C olb y College , Watorvilie , Main e
chance for reconsideration , for over- Acting under the- authority of the Nunez The
Colby chapter feels that they are not
resolution , the chair ruled that a letter be necessarily
Office : Rob erts Union , Call TR 2-2781, Ext, 240
bound by the mutually acceptable
ruling tho chair , or for now propos- sent immediately to the Administrative ComFounded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examination periods by the als, If a fraternity or a sorority has mittee and to , the Board of Trustees recom- clause and that , despite the existence of the
in their constitution, the campus
mending revocation of the charters of any clause
students of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner , Maine.
have faith that the chapter is workor sorority which , after , review by should
Charter members of the New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented by not complied with the Board' s pre- fraternity
the elimination of the clause and
the Couhcil , docs not meet the requ rerncnts ing toward
National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.50 _ Faculty free ; alt others vious ' ruling against social discrim- stated in the Nunez proposal. Phi Delta orocress is being made. However, by a vote
5-10, the Council ruled that Chi Omega
the stated re- of
3.50, Newstand price : fifteen cents per copy,
i
inatiou !, more „ will bo no cause for Theta dearly did not meet
did not meet the established criteria ,
o
the
according
and
quirements
in
Its
letter,
Entered as second cjass matter at the Post Office at Wa terville , Maine. Acceptance by negotiation.
2) Delta Delta Delta: In a quote from a
Chair 's ruling, this subjects them to imme- letter
from their national president, DDD esmailing at special rate of postage provided for in section 1103, Act of October 3, 19 17,
Howrevocation,
recommendation
of
diate
I , hope that all members of the ever, there was considerable feeling that this tablished that" it has no regulation limiting
authorized December 24',' 1918.
to any race, religion , or nathe Phi Delta membership
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identified are those of the COLBY ECHO . collogo community will aid this rulin g was . too strict , since-technicality
, no mutually acceptable
; that tionally. There are
due to a legal .
situation
was
in the constitution or among the
Mention the ECHO when you buy,
committee in its work. Let it not be is, their natlona " convention onl y meets every clauses
of the organization, With regard
EDITOR — JAN WOOD, '<>5
years and to take a clause but of their members
said in Juno , 1965, that the Board 2charted
to the recommendation system, in order to
, it has to pass the natjonal conven- pledge
MANAGING EDITOR - NANCY SAVIOR, '64
, DDD requires a rec from an
a
girl
of Trustees, in deliberatin g upon tion twice. Immediate action . ,was taken in alumna , not based on race, color, creed , or
BUSINESS MANAGER — RECHARD GJ2LTMAN., '64
1961 ; ibut becau se of the technicality, the religion , The basi s of the rec system is selEditorial Board — Jan Wood , Nancy Saylor , pick Geltman , Pete Fellows , '.6, Mark Albert discrimination in fraternities and final removal pf the clause from thirlr con- ectivity, not discrimination ; therefore a
son . '64, Skip Klndy, '66 , Barbie Gordon , '64, Jean Martin , '64,' Barb Howard , '.5, Carol sororities at Oolby, - acted unjustly stitution will not be made until 1964. A mo- white girl could get-a no rec ns well as a
tion was made not to send a letter ' to the Negro could. In addition , the chapter may
Johnson , '65, Paul Strong, '64 ,
to Phi keep writing to as many alumnae ns necesb ecause all the facts , pleasant , or Administrative Committee with regard
SECTION HEADS
Delta Theta , since their letter, as a progress sary
until they may get a yes rec. The Colby
unp leasant , had not been presented report, shows they have made considerable chapter
News Editor — Barbara Howard . '65
is on record at both regional nnd
Exchange Editors — Maxinc Etscovltz , '66
elimination
of
social
discrimprogress
toward
for its consideration ,
national conventions ns being against the recAssistants — Paula McNamnrn , '66 ,
« n j Mike Kelly, '66
ination, President Schoeman felt 1 this motion commendation
system .and is now in the pro.
¦
Nancy Pitch , '66 , Janna Vaughan , '66.
„ -,-, m '
was out of order since, according to his ruU cess of being changed. By n vote of 17-0, the
r«-„.„»„
Vory truly yours ,
P
Cn n °nlS..._*S
Picr n >/6i< Bndi
action
by
the
was
required
immediate
ing,
Feature Editors - lora Krceger , '_5
that Delta Delta Delta hns
i
: ,Brown
r , ?° '
ri
Ste phen Sohooman
Chris
'65
Nunez ' .Proposal. The motion was rescinded Council ruled
criteria. ;

AliceabetJian Tragedy

®tj e (jfoltnj Erfm "

* *

Jnn Buffinto n . '65
Sports Editor — Pete Fellows , '66
Assistant — Gavin Scottl , '65
Make-Up Editor — Carol Johnson , '6?
Assistant — Judy Kclley, '66
Copy Editors — Jim I.owery, '65
Heather Ma cDo n a ld , '64

Assistant Business Manager — Bill Nell , '_5
Fin' cial Manager — Ed Baker , '64
Advertising Manager —• Arthur Fulmanl '64
Circulation nnd Subscription Manager —¦
Barclay Below , '66
Photographs — Wes Dnrbour , '66

and the Chair 's Interpretation of the Nunez
ruling
of the
of
Proposal was challenged, The
1-16.
Chair wns overruled u y ^ vote
LETTE R TO EDITOR
A motion was then made b y Mr, lockI At tho Student Government moot- wood to sustain the chair 's ruling that we
consider the letters received as progress reing last Thursday night Peter Hart ports which would be satisfactory substitutes
lor the national , letters In view of the Trustees ,
Continued on Pago Throe
decision, The point behind th is Is that , tin

.\ .
met the established
3) Sigma Knppa ,; A letter wan not prosince
it'
did
not
mectlnc
duced at the
, arrive
In time j however , the letter was read .pver
the telephone from Sigma , Kappa 's national
headquarters to Pan-Hellenic president Barbara Gordon , verif ying that Stoma Kappa has
no discriminator y clause. There Is also no

•.Continued ou Pago Fivo

LETTER TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Two
read a letter signed by Mr. Rosenthal. Assistant to President Strider,
which was a personal letter addressed to Stephen Schoematt. As
I understand it, Stephen had originally written a personal letter to
President Strider and received this
reply from Mr.. Rosenthal. How
Peter Hart received a copy of this
reply nobody seemed to know. After Peter read . the letter, Stephen
could only express disbelief and
shock. Irrespective of the contents
of the letter and their bearing on
the meeting, that night a private
confidence was seriously violated.
Paul Marsolini , '64
(Ed. Note — Mr. Rosenthal's duties include handling of President
Strider's mail, during Dr. Strider's
absences in the summer. In regard
to the above matter Mr. Roseiifchal
and Steve Schoeman have exchanged
apologies and . the situation has
been settled.)
LETTER

TO EDITOR

'io the Editor : v. ' . '
With ECHO salaries looming
dear to the minds of S. certain few ,
ihe unsuspecting student might expect to see what he could call a
respectable campus newspaper.

Might.
But if he does, he is either stupid
or dreaming. Now I don't propose
to discuss, students ' stupidity, but
I do know he would be dreaming .
In all fairness to our local "news
media," we must point out heie
that there are only two things
wrong with the ECHO: the important news dogs not appear , and what
does appear is a disgrace: to jour nal¦
ism. "' .
1 shall not discuss the quality of
the writing, for this is largely %
matter of professional opinion on.
which, there will inevitably be conflicting ideas. Let it suffice to say
that if upperclassmen cannot T?rite
any clearer and more concisely
(than what appears in the ECHO),
it is no wonder that freshmen have
trouble with English 121.
But there is also the question of
what does NOT appear.
What happened at the Sept. 30
Student Government meeting?
Ho>w did the fraternities react to
the actions of Student Government?
• What about James Meredith's
visit to Colby Jan. 13? (WTVINewB carried this story Sept. 28
and 29!)
How did fraternity pledging go
this year ? How many pledged , and
how many pledges did each house
y
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Faculty Facts

get ? How do these ' figures compare
with those of previous years ?
When and whe^e was the Weavers' concert to be ? How much were
the tickets to be? Nowhere in the
Oct. 4 edition do you say where or
when the concert is 1
Why has the price of coffee-to-go
in the Spa been raised from 10c to
12c? Who has the authority to make
John change his prices ? Why can't
the library staff handle the problem of inconsiderate students taking food upstairs ? How much damage is done annually hy such incidents ? What- about the students
who like to take coffee out of the
BACK door of the Spa to their
rooms?
What is the monument ' on the
lawn between the Eustis Building
and the girls' dorms ?
These are just a few suggestions.
With more than the two minutes
which I- gave to them, you could
produce as many more ideas.
Nobody expects the ECHO staff
to be professional journalists. However, if a student feels the desire
to assume editorship or associate
editorship of a campus newspaper,
he or she should be willing to seek
good journalism form.
The Administration has provided
yon with a professional journalist
as your advisor : do you ever consult him?
Now, let's Bee . . . "What were we
saying about salaries ?
"Produce and ye might receive."
Sincerely yours ,
Bill Hallett
(Ed . Note : Sour Grapes of Wrath?)

Mrs. Savage

by Carol Bressler
Mrs. Elizabeth Savage is the newest member of Colby's English department. She teaches two freshman courses as well as the writer's
workshop.
This is Mrs. Savage's first .experience in teaching. She is a writer by
profession but is here by_ the personal request of Mr. Chapman to
help "pinch-hit" for Mr. Craig,
who has been somewhat delayed by
visa problems in Australia.
At the age of fifteen, Mrs. Savage had a one-act play published ,
thus beginning her writing career.
She tried her hand at poetry, won
several awards, and turned to writing fiction. She has completed a
novel, SUMMER OF PRIDE , which
has been published m English,
Dutch, and Japanese, and she is
also the author of many short stories which have appeared in such
magazines as the "Saturday Evening Post," "Redbook ," "Cosmopolitan ," and "Paris Revue."
Mrs. Savage was born in. Massachusetts but spent most of her
youth in the far west. Her husband
and she are both Colby graduates.
Mr. Savage is also a writer and has
taught at both Brandeis University
and "Vassa/r College. The Salvages
have three children — Kobert and
Russell, respectively, 19 and 21, and
a daughter . Elizabeth , -who is 13.
Mrs. Savage feels that it is wonSORORITIES ANNOUN CE
derful to be back at Colby and ColContinued from Page One
by is elated that she finds a good
McG.ee (senior), Ann N Nye (senior) . deal of talent among the students
Sigma Kappa - Jau Konzo, Mary here and is enjoy ing her new exMcGee, Judy Mclutosh, Jeanne perience.
Philson, Sally Ray, Lou Richardson,
Ann Russell, Laila Walji.

Mr. and Mrs.
Koonce

I

WELCOME

by Karen Nelson and
Paula McCart y
Joining the Mayflower Hill contingent thi s year afe a husband and
wife team, Mr and Mrs. Herbert

PARENTS !

i

ROBERTS UNIO N BARBER SHOP
O PEN
8 a.m. to , 5 p.m. Tuesda y - Fr iday
7 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monda y
8 a.m. to 12 Noon Saturda y
106 R O B E R T S U N I O N
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Koonce. Recently from Pennsylvania, they are teaching in the English and Classics Departments, ie_ pectively.
Mrs. Koonce, a native of "Ternaont, was 'graduated from Corn*!*
University and went on to earn her
Masters and Ph.D. in classics froio
the University , of Pennsylvatoa.
Last . year she taught Greek ait
Swarthmore College. This year sl*
is teaching Greek, Latin and Ancient History at Colby.
Mr. Koonce is from "the West,
but mostly from Colorado." Be
came east in 1949 to enter the
freshman class at Dartmouth. Daring his last year there he was selected to be a Senior Fellow, An independent study program whose
participants are entirely freed from
courses and marks. Mr. Koonee's
topic f or research wa s "_raie Harmonic Structures of Bach Sonatsta",
which was "a complete taihire in
terms of results, "but whicSi favglit
me more than iny other thr*e yera.
at college put together."
After leaving Dartmouth, Mr.
Koonce served five years in iSe
NFavy and then entered the University of Pennsylvania to do graduate
' - '
work in English.
The Koonces are delighted to be
at Colby, and they are especially
enthused about thei Janwary pT6gram. Mr. Koonce says , "Any college that lets every single ertudeij it
on campus free for a whole moirfh
of independent study is heading 'a
the right direction." He is equally
pleased with the freedom Be is allowed in planning his courses and
with .the students. - he has inert,.
' They are very receptive and opeia,
not afraid to do anything , -afhiiBh
might be eorisidered 'gamafie.* "
Both Mr. and Mrs. Kooace are
involved in the Jan. Plan this year.
Mrs. Kooriee is working with a
small group of freshmen on "The
Greek Ideas of Justice" and i_ aiflvising upper-class majors ia olassici.
Mr. Kbbhce is isiveStigaiirig "TJ'o
Coiried}- <if Mariners" with a, freahmiih Ijraup.
The eduple are ridw liviig at. 12
¦
Edgevp6-d Sireet, Waterville , witi" "
tlieir iwi) children lit a home (BTtalfeb^- tiie i-tiiirfe ihita -pfiic* ijiice ©wnfed
the site 6. tile preseiit Cdltty e&inPUB.
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BOSTON IANS - BASS
PF TENNIS
CITATION

GALLERT

SHOE STORE
61 Main Street
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Waterville
Mains
Char ge Accounts
Quality Footwear For 102 Years
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Reservations Required Week Nights
Not On Frida y , Saturda y and Sundays

Waterville
Savings Bank
1
i

War m, cowifortAbie eortfaroy it the slack high-

ligh t for fall. Farah cbrdU ar e Ivy-styled . ..of
a flna ira vhable Sniper Mi<tyal6.' Get a pair of
aach ; Olive, Black , AnWope.
| Ltn f Uu 2t" to 8_ »
Corduro y Dung aree s
Other Corduroy i fron d

STERNS
Watervill e' ¦- Skowhegan

$6,98
$5.98
14.98

IT'S CRAN BERRY .TIME"
Fabrics — Yarns

1,
1
I
1

"Cranberry Cocktail Hour"

J
i

p

i

Member of the
EEDBliA-L DEPOSIT
INSURANCE CdiRP ORATlON
WaWvilfo

Maine

SCOTTY'S PIZZA

(This Weekend)

F REE DELI V ERY

Welcome Parents

In Wot -h/iiio Aoross From

'

.

.

. ,

YAR N SHOP

134 Main St,

.

Waterville

.i

Chez Pnro o

TR 3-4372

'.

(Froo Delivery For 8 Or ders
or More
'
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Mules Trip Tuf ts r ;7 - 6

J

by Al Filadoro

After a, twenty-five year drought ,
the Mules finally posted their third
by Al Filadoro
tick , Mass., with 102 of his team 's win over the Tufts Jum'bos, SatThat was a close one . . .
250 yards. Dick Aube led the Mule urday,. 7-6 at the . Tufts Oval. The
There couldn't have been a hap- train with a creditable 74 yards in last time that Colby emerged victorious in the series was in 1938 by
pier place on earth than the Mule 17 carries . . . Bowdoin continued
• .
.
a 23-0 tally.
locker room following, that sensa- its lead over the other Pine Tree
Although
the
Mules
were
topped
tional victory, Saturday. . Coach State elevens by defeating "Wesleyin ' yards gained rushing (250-101)
Simpson recorded his first win over an, 32-0.
and
first downs v (17-10) , they led
Tufts in his two years as mentor of
Wasn't that a heads-up play by
in
pards
gained passing (69-39,) had
the Mules. He decided to use more Co-Capt. Ken Palmer , downing a
fewer
penalties
called against them,
of a running attack versus the John Cookson punt' on the Tufts
picked
off
a
Jumbo
pass and recovJumbos than he had against either one inch line? . . . There's no doubt
ered
a
fumble.
Norwich of UNH, when he viewed in anybody 's mind that the presTufts jumped out to an early
the movies of last week's 28-6 Tu ft s ence of Bruce Waldman in the Mule
lead ' by scoring the first time they
offense worried the defenders conloss to Bowdoin.
had their hands on the ball. Sparked
Unsung hero of the contest was siderably.
The Mules will be loaded with by quarterback . Jack Nyhan and
backfield coach Weinbel who rehalf back > Ralph Doran, the Jumbos
ceived the game hall for his efforts. talent in two years when the presinarched
y75 yards in nine plays for
. .. . The Mules still have a long ent sophomores become seniors . Of
the
score
while chalking up four
way to go in their overall series the eleven sophs, six are in the
fi
rst
downs
along the way. Co-Capt.
The Touchdown - Bill George
with the Jumbos. Since the 1909 back field. And don't forget all 35
Doran
made
the two big runs of
opener they have won only three frosh !
this series, the first for 14 yards
Coach Simpson 's squad returns to
while dropping 14 and tying one.
and the second , 19 yards into payRumor has it that nex t year 's con- Waterville for a contest with the
dirt.
test between the two teams will be Springfield Maroons on Saturday.
Pew people realized at the time
"
the last. Tufts is slowly expanding A large crowd is anticipated for the
that
the next play would be a cruby taking on Harvard , Ohio Wes- Parents' Weekend Event . . . The
cial
one
to the outcome of the conleyan , and Susquehana in the near Jumbos hit the road for a contest
test.
For
, left end Tim Brannan
with Trinity at Hartford , Conn, on
future.
missed
the
conversion and lost the
Leading ground gainer in the Satu rday.
point
which
eventually defeated the
game was Jumbo Co-Capt. Ralph
Here's hoping that the Mules can
Jumbos.
Doran , 185 lb. halfback from Na- put two good games back to back.
The Mules got their big opportunity in the second period. After being foiled by the Jumbo defense,
end John Cookson was sent back
into punt formation. His kick was
high and deep and gave the Mule
forward wall plenty o'f time to ge.
¦
The Colby Varsity Soccer team re- od, assisted by Njoya. The second under it. The ball eluded the outbounded from its opening day set- and third periods were evenly played stretched arms of Tufts safetyman
back at the hands of Springfield and and scoreless, but in the fourth per- Steve Karp and alert guard John
swept its ' opposition last weekend. iod , the fireworks started. At 5 :37, Tewhey pounced on it to give the
The Mules blasted Babson Institute, Czerwinski knotted the game for Mules a scoring threat on the 21
8-0, on Friday, and edged the Uni- URI. At 11:57, Dave Kelley, assist- yard line.
versity of Rhode Island , 3-2, in an ed again by Njoya , put the Mules
After a no gain run and an inovertime clash on Saturday.
ahead , only to have Rhode Island's completeThe Clincher - Fred Goodwin
pass, quarterback Dick
In Friday's game, the Mules put Taylor come back with the tying
Robbat spotted sophomore back Bill
on a strong display of offensive tally at 20 :35, sending the game
George, all alone on about the sev- took over the ball on their own 48 son a reaction was also one of joy
into overtime.
en yard line. Robbat lofted a per- yard line. In seven, plays, and with as he stated , "This one more than
After only 2 :42 of the overtime , fect pass and George scampered the the aid of an unnecessary roughness makes up for our loss to Norwich."
Terry Eagle set up Dave Kelley 's remaining yards into the end zone penalty on Tufts , the Mules were
. The coming weekend will again
second goal of the game, to put the for the TD. Goodwin 's kick for the down to the six yard line of the opbe
a busy one as the Frosh squad ,
extra point was good and the Mules position. They could not get that
Mules ahead to stay, 3-2.
who
won their opener vs . Bridgton
were in command , 7-6.
last yard needed for .the first down
Academy, 29-0, will host to SpringGoalie George Burks stopped ten
The offenses of both teams were and the Jumbos took over.
of twelve URI shots in the Colby
field College on Saturday. The atstalled in the second half. Colby did
The victory especially pleased the
nets , while the URI goalie stopped
have one good chance, however, late players themselves who now hope to t end ance at both cont ests will b e
21 Colby kicks.
in the fourth quarter when they stay on the right track . Coach Simp- large due to Parents' Weekend.
The Mules are on the road this
__
weekend. They take on Brandeis
today and Boston University. The
team has shown that it can function under pressure , and this should
Dave Kelly
effect this weekend' s result s, as it
prowess in the opening period and faces tough opposition both days.
built up a 3-0 lead , despite facing
into a strong gale. Coach Winkin
said , "It' s tho best we've looked
all year." Jean-Paul Njoya , with a
_____M__F^_I
mVSttmmmmmmXmmmM^
pair, and Al Post tallied in this ini*^^^ ^
tial period.
In the second period , The Mules
had the wind at their backs and applied constant pressure on the Babson n et s, but couldn 't score. Durin g tho second h alf , the Mules added five more tallies , tw o by Pet o
Ives and sin gletons by Post , Dave
Kelley and Terry Eagle, on a penalty kick. Coach Winkin was a'blo to
Substitute freely as the score mounCaptain J im Valhouli
ted.
On Saturd ay, the Mules soomod i
—
•
shaky throughout , and unaw are of
the fine aggregation thoy wore fac"W o Glvo You Sen/ic- " *
ing, but undor pressure , they
Job
Novelty & Social Printing
,
clicked and it was a valuable victory for team morale.
88 Pleasant St.
Wntorvillo
Al Post drew first' blood for tho
Tolophono TR 3-3434
Mules at 2 :51 of tho opening peri-

Booters Double Victors
Babson, 8-0 URL 3-2
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COLBY SKI SPECIAL

FISCHERS SK IS — 22 LAMINATION
DOURE DOUBLE RELEASE BINDIINGS
DELUX POLISHED ALUMINUM POLES
ARIBERY SAFETY STRAPS
BI&PING MOUNTING AND INSTALLATION
PERSONALIZED ENGRAVING

Harold B. Ber deen

i

BOWL WHERE YOUR FRIENDS BOWL
.

ATLANTIC COUNTRY ttUB
i
i

Upper Ma in Street
•

'

i

$67.35

$49.95

COME IN
—
EXAMINE
—
COMPA RE
PLU S — SPEC IAL SALE ON SKI PARKAS , PANT S AND SWEATERS

i

j
39 MAIN ST.

Waterville
,:

TOTAL VALUE

O UR PRIC I

i

$39.95
$14.95
$5.95
$2.00
$2.50
$2.00
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Frosh I mpress In Opener
Def eat Bridgton, 29 r O
by Len Nelson
Colby football fortunes took a
giant ' step forward last Friday afternoon as the Mules Frosh thumped
visiting Bridgton Academy, 29-0, on
Seavern 's Field. Unlike last fall,
when the Baby Mules had to disband a ft er two games du e to a lack
of players, this year's squad h as
depth to Spare . Coach Verne Ullom,
making good use of the stepped-up
recr uiting
program , . substituted
freely, employing 35- ballplayers before the afternoon was over.
The Mules made sure they got in

43 of those yards. Kimball's try for
point was wide. Colby upped the
count to 21-0 late in the second
period , as quarterback John ' Wood
of N eedham , Mass. engineered another, long drive. Wood got the score;
himself on a sprint from the 16,
and Curley banged over for the extra points.
Kimball scored his touchdown in
the third period after sparking an
advance that started at the Colby
39. Wood completed' the scoring by.
fli pping to Freyer in the right corner of the ' end zone for the conversion , mak ing it Colby 29, Bridg)
ton 0.
¦
HOOF BEATS — The shutout was
the first for a Colby Frosh team in
six years . . . The last one was a
50-0 thrashing of Hebron Academy.
. . . A lso it was th e fi rst opening
game win since 1958. . . Needless
to say, the defense did its job , with
ends George Kay and Rich Merkel
and tackle Dick Jacobs particularly
outstanding . . . .K ay seemed t o b e
in the Bridgton backfield all afternoon , and thrice dropped Potter and
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STATISTICS '
Colby
10
First Downs
Rushing Yardage
101
Passing Yardage
60
Passes
19
Completions
3
Interceptions
1
Punts
7
Avg..from Scrimage 35
Fumbles Lost
0
Yards Penalized
10
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J uf t s
' 17.
250
39
15
5
O
4
34
1
50

.

Snow (LCA) 24

STU-G REPORTS

Continued from Page Two
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mutually acceptable clause in the constitution
or among the members of the organization.
The recommendation system is such that, to
pledge a girl, they need one rec which can be
obtained from any alumna and they are free
to keep writing until they receive a yes rec.
If the Colby; chapter pledged a Negro, there
is the possibility that national |would drop the
chapter under another excuse such as low
scholarship average ; however, the group is
not afraid of this, and they would be willing
to take the chance. By a' vote of 18-1, -with
the Chair on record as also opposed , the
Council ruled that Sigma Kappa has met the
established criteria.
Desmond Scores
4) Alpha Delta Pi: There is no discriminaAnd Loses Ba ll
tory clause or mutually acceptable clause in
the constitution or • among the members of
the organization. With regard to the recomtheir kicks early as Jack Desmond
mendation system, the rec must come from
of Lexington, Mass. scored from
the state in which the girl lives, and the
chapter
can keep writing until they receive
three yards out after only three
a yes rec. Progress is being made through a
proposal at national to change the memberminutes of play.' Bob Kimball , the
ship-policy to bring it closer to local autogame's outst anding player , booted
nomy, i.e. the recs could be obtained from
the chapte r province. The likelihood of getthe extra point and the rout was
ting a yes rec from an alumna in the New
England states is much greater than from
on. Kimball, a strong swift fullback
an alumna in a southern state. By a vote of
f rom Saco, d id mos t" of the ball-car10-8, with the Chair on record as opposing,
the
Council ruled that Alpha Delta Pi has
rying on. this opening drive , acmet the established criteria.
counting for 39 yards in five car.Having reviewed the letters, it was now up
to the Council to decide what action, if any,
ries.
is to be taken. It was expressed, that the
Council has made only a --superficial irivesti'After an exchange of punts ,
gation
into the matter of discrimination and
J im Ritter Broug ht Down
Bridgton did make a threatening
therefore is in no position to recommend re'
.
From Behind
vocaton of' charters. Rather it should be sufgesture in the form of a Bob Potter
ficient that we are on record as having made
above investigations and. consideratioirs
to Dick Harlow aerial that covered his replacemen t, Bill Baldwin, for the
and that knowledge of what has happened at
staff
43 yards to the Colby 27, but the big losses . . . The coaching
this meeting should ,be made public to the
ts , faculty, administration,, and Board
Baby Mule defense stiffened, and should be especially happy with the studen
of Trustees, but that no revocation of. charter
' .
end Steve Freyer of Arlington, way in which the Baby Mules mini- be recommended. adjourn the meeting
was
A motion to
J
be-expected
Mass. made the , first of his two mized the always-to
passed by a vote of .17-2. The Chair called
for Thursday, October 3, 1963,
fumble recoveries. The frosh then opening game mistakes . . . Bridg- aat meeting
7:00. He added that this was the longest
victory
26-14
Student Government • meeting in the h-istory
proceeded to punt 75 yards for their ton was coming off a .
of the Association arid he. hoped that all deces
t
er
over
a
perenn
i
ally
t
oug
h
W
o
r
second TD , with halfback Chris Curcisions tonight -were arrived at fawly and
rationally.
ley, also of Lexington, eating up Academy team.
The meeting was ' adj ourned at 12:30 a.m.
Respectfully submitted.-. ' : ..
CeCe Sewall, Secretary
October 3, 1953
a
Up per classmen, have you forg otten the mysteries of being
\
A special meeting of the Council was
called to order by President Schoeman at 7:00
'
fr eshman?
,
p.m. in Dunn >Lounge of Runnals Union.
The secretary 's minutes were approved. Wen s
Fre shmen do you want a sympathetic presentation of the
Judiciary was not represented.
OIX> BUSINESS: The Nunez Proposal .
" ' confusion o f ' the first year? '
President Schoeman made the following
statement concerning the. limitation of debate
For all stu dents; young and old, the best way to answer these
at this special meeting:
The chair again requests that all comments
que s tions is to see the humo rous , enj oyable .performance of a
be as pertinent as possible and that people
refraiin from repeating ideas and facts -which
fresh m a n 's probl ems, "In Transition ", by the Colb y Modern
have already been expressed unless they few
that they have something significant to add
; Dance Club to the music of Gershwin, this Saturday night , Octo the debates. The chair requests that people speaking should stand so that they can
's
best
dancers
will
per,
of
Colby
; tober 12, at 8:00 p.m. A group
be more easily heard. Because of , the great
amount of business before us tonight, it is
; form.
imperative that order be maintained and that
al comments be addressed to the chair. All
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FRESHMAN FOOTBALL .ROSTER
Wt.

Age

155
_90
190
210
205

18
18
18
18
17

150

185

185
205 •
205

185

¦ !
5 9/2 " 155

5'11"
• 5'10"
i

6'3"
| 5'10"
j 5'8"
| 5'11"
j 5'6"
[6'
'
[ 5'10"
' 6'2"
j 5'10"
!
j 5 10"
; 6'
j 6'
; 6'4"

| 5'9"

|. 6'3"
[ 5'11"
| 5' 10"
j .5'8"
| 5'11"
; 6' 1"
; 6'.
| 5' 10"
| 5' 11"
. 5'11" .

18

19

18
18
18

19
19

175 . 18
155
18

Position

SB

E
G
E
C
.- T
*

HB
E
T
FB

F
HB
SB

SB

180
170
190
170
165
180
195

17
17
18
18.
18
18
18

E
HB
C
G
SB
FB
G

180 "
180
175
170
220

17
18
18
18
18

E
FB
E
QB
T

18
19
18
17
18
18
18
18
19

T
SB
QB
HB
QB
E
T
G
G

185

185

205'
170
165 .
165
165
175
185
180
180

175

18

18

18

T

G

QB

Name,

Hometown

Ar ons on, Dave, Brookline, Mass.
Balslev, Chris, Middl etown, Conn.
Battag lia , F avio, Neptune, N.J.

Browning. Jeff , Cleveland Hgts. O.
Bullis, Gene, Northboro, Mass.
Chait , Dave, Torrington , Conn.
C omstock , Bob , Hartford , Conn.
Conklin, Vic, Lancaster, Mass.
Corioll , Jim, Moorestown , N.J.
Curley, Chri s, Lexington, Mass.
Desmond, J ohn, Lexington, Mass
Elder , Bob3 Philli psburg, N.j.
Farnum, Pete, Dover , Mass.
Fi eld , Bob , Croton Falls, N.Y.
Freyer, Steve, Arlingt on, Mass.
Gearin, Paul, Quincy, Mass.
Gracia, Bob , Dartmouth, Mass.
Graff , Harry, Dedh am, Mass.
Hagopian , Harold , Dight on, Mass.
Halverson , Brett , Berlin, N.H.
' Heend , Dick , Oakl and ,
N.J.
Jacobs, Dick , Brookl yn, N.Y.
Kay, George, Hanson, Mass.
Kimball, Bob, Saco, Maine
Merkel, Dick , Westwood, N.J.
Nelson, Bob , Lakeville, Mass.
O'Connor, Len , Watertown, Mas.s
O'Shea , John, Lynn , Mass.
Presson, Bill, Beverly Farms , Mass.
Purdy, Jeff , Weston , Mass.
Radley, Tim, Central Islip, N.Y.
Ritter, Jim, Lynnfi eld, Mass.
Schmalz, Bob, Walp ole, Mass.
Whittier, Sand y, Melros e, Mass.
Wholley, Larry, Winches ter , Mass.
Wilson, Dave, Dover, N.H.
Wilson, Jim R., Centervil le, Mass.
Wo od, John , Needham, Mass.

•
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Council members will kindly, take seats at dent Schoeman on record as opposing.
this front of the room for counting purposes. p.
f o U°wtnS ™< *ion was made
The constitution provides that only Council h, m£.WS The raat,ter of discrimination byon Mr.
the
? ofJ race, becolor,
re er creed, religion,
members h ave the right to vote, to make basis
or na0r n
m ot ions ,- to second motions, and to make parre _ to a committee of
liamen tary points. Anyone wishing to make StudeL' ??ve
^ .rc\men t/. and under the auspices
of rt
the Administration
a motion but who is not a ipember of the nf
of the college This
do
so
by
having
a
Council
memCouncil may
ber introduce the motion. The chair hopes • n3«-. j ' .• fxaternit '?s. sororities, and the
that everybody will feel free to enter into "^Pendent groups,,of. Loth sides " of campul
debate and to express whatever views, facts, in a ; ration to be decided by the
or opinions may be considered necessary or The members¦¦ would be appointed Coun.iL
by tfe
of interest to the people gathered here this chair, subjectos to the. approvafof the Council
pU
evening.
of
the
committee
would
be
,
hwo£,M. ^
He also quoted the followmg passage from twofold:
1) ?to collect:nnd have on hand
the college charter:
, progress reports of all fraternal organizations
"No .student shall be deprived of any pri- as of this date 2) To handle III further
vileges of said Institution , or be subject to &?*
1 co?e up J" re ard ™s
the fraternities
the forfeiture of any .' aid which has been issue ; a) %T
* would
and sororities
granted him by the Institution , or be denied be responsible for their own benefit to make
the usual testimonials on closing his studies, known to this committee all future progr«t
or be denied admission to the Institution , on regarding discrimination on the basis "f
the ground that his interpretations of the TJt e' u \ k c.reed - .;eli e'°n . or national orib) the , committee shall also have th«
scriptures differ from those which are con- gin,
tained in the articles of faith adopted , or power to initiate investigation into , the organizations with ,the approval of the "Council.
to be adopted , by the Institution. "
lhe committee
" In statements made by the Deans, it was
it no shall formulate its report
ater than the first Council
clear that no organization can exist on cam- ^"d Present
Administraft
pus unless it is approved by -he
Febtuar >r -W At such time
'SS
;
r£
J"
'
every
<
college
and
tliat
the
Council
may exercise
tive Committee of the
th* nm»>r< „-,„~ '
organization is responsible to someone above crated "in Us constitution.
it. In the by-la-ws of the college , the Deans . The , following amendments were made: 1)
have supervision over student activities, and £? .u"?!11!8 of Ae meetings of. the commit.
they choose that we have our own student f - M I n 1'" P_ sted, on thc Student. Governbulletin board so that the progress of
government, but not out of relationship , to ment
the college. With regard to the discrimina- the committee shall be known. 2) The Frattion issue, the Trustees have already made ernal Organizations Review Committee shall
a ruling, and Student Government can make he made a standing committee of Student
a recommendation to the Administrative¦ Com- Government until June, 1965.
After turning the chair over to Vice Presimittee only.
,
, President Schoeman stated that Student rifl" t clJ.y _• _ r ?sld,en . Schoeman expressed
^ that he felt Student Government had
Government exists as an autonomous body Hie fact
and it shall be that irrespective of the . Ad- not confronted the issue of discrimination and
ministration. Therefore, theoretical ly, it is that discrimination does exist, and through
delay action. . He felt that it had been shown
not subject to the Administration of the coli ¦ that discrJminaion
docs exist, and , through
lege. •
.
on
discussion
to
failing
open
The floor was then
,to act , Student Government has
Chi Omega , the sorority which did. not meet shirked its responsibility . Stu-G originally inthe criteria established by which wc were to itiated the action against discrimination ;
judge ; progress made with regard to the Nu- therefore they should settle it rather than
nez Proposal . A motion was made to recon- leave the initiative to the Board of Trustee..
sider Chi Omega since it was felt that , as ,Jx "£Ptc ,,on Mr- Fellows' motion passed
the discussion on the four sororities evolved , 18-0, President Schoeman then took back the
progress became the main criterion. In the fiiivel and a motion was made by Mr. Cohen
discussion oil .CM Omega , the factor of pro- and ca rr ied hy a vote of 10-3 thnt a statement
gress was not - emphasized , and they were be made by the sororities affirming that they
caught in the technica l structure problem of ?¦ not _ !"se existing instruments for discriminhavin g the word s mutually acceptable in their ation. These statements will be made at the
constitutio n. , Kar^n . Knudson , president of next meeting.
Since there was no further business, the
the Chi Omega chapter , then read a statement spelling out the progress they feel their meeting was adlourned at 10:00 p.m.
reconsider
Respectfully submitted ,
chapter has made. The motion to
CeCe Sewall , Secretary
Chi Omega was carried by a vote or 18-1.
the
accept
then
was
whether
to
question
The
¦" ' ,
•
October 7, 19< "
.
,
progress report of Chi Omega .
A regular meeting of the Council wns3
¦ The existence alone of the Chi-0 chapter
to order at 7:00 p.m. by President
at Colby is fiohting against discrimination. called
The secretary 's minutes were read
Progress is evidenced by the fact that in the Schoeman.
nnd corrected . The treasurer reported a cash
past Beta chapter has rushed and pledged balance
of
*355,0'5 and a sinking fund defimembers of min ority groups ; in addition , they
of $31.72. The remainder of the budget
have the verbal assurance from a national cit
, next week . Senior Class,
will
be
considered
officer who was at Colby under official sanc- Foss, Woodman , .Student
League, Women's
tion that Beta Ss free to pledge a N«jro. In Judiciary,
Men s Judiciary, nncl Pan-Hellenic
deciding last spring to drop the thapte r by- were not represented.
.
laws which cnn'tradicted the national constitu- COMMITTEE REPORTS:
tion , and remain part of the national organ1.
Social
Committee
— Peter Hart , Chalrization on the national level. With regard to mnn:
the "'mutually acceptable , clause, the Colby
The Weavers Concert wns a tremendou s
chapter does not feel bound to this and does success
financially and in every other
not use this clause as a means of discrimina- way, nndboth
Mr. Hnrt wanted to thank everyone
tion.
nn Stu-G, the college, and downtown who
A motion was made by Mr, Coh.n to give licl ped in the success. A motion by Mr.
Chi Omega one month to produce a letter Foxmnn was passed to send n letter of thanks
from their national stating that they have to Peter Hart and his social committee for
complete freedom in selection of memhership. their • work on tho Concert.
However, it wns pointed out that nt the pre- ANNOUNCEMENTS AND OLD BUSINESS
vious meeting we had accepted ' the word of
1. Dick Piou s hns submitted his resignation
the other three sororities ' without requesting ns chairman of thc Academic Life Committee
Hie letter from he national , The motion was for personal reasons . A letter shnll be sent
defeated by a yore of 107.
thanking lilm for nil lie did in that capacity.
2. Invcstigntlons aire being made into tho
A motion was then made by Mr. Albertson that the Council recognize thnt all four opening of Averill parking lot to soccinl stu sororities have instruments which could be dents at, certain times during the clay.
used , as. Instruments for discrimination ,, but
3. A note of thanks wns received from
thnt the four Colby chapters . are not uslnj? CARE in Hong Kong for contributions made
'
,
,
discrimination
.
year ,
nnd
Inst
these: ns instruments of
.. Investigations arc being made into
pledge themselves to continue , to fight to get
rid, of these instruments ;-, in addition. Stu- wliere to locate the band shell which 1ms
den Government supports them in their ef- been nivcn to the college.
5. If anyone hns ideas on wbnt problems
forts to rid themselves of these instruments .
This motion passed by a yntq of 13-3. A Student Government should concern Itself
motion , wns then madp by Mr, Foj cmnn' . to with, ' plense bring them , to President fichoe.
flfcept the . ' Mofircus rcpnrt ol Chi Omeg a - and
Oonfcinuod on Pago Six
it was piiMcd by a vote of 17-2 , with Presi.

.

ALICEABETHAN TRAGEDY
Continued from Page Two
ice's fall deeper and deeper into
<legredaticn , and thus we see her
akin to Macbeth. This was, incidentally, a. favpurrte topic among the
-Elizabethans.
We ma.y then see that ALICE IN
"WONDERLAND is a great didactic
novel. The problems of appearance/
reality, disguise, madness (cf. the
"tea party") and ultimately the
problem
of damnation are all
touched tapon. ALJCE is truly in the
tradition of Elizabethan tragedy.
Ultimately we must ask the question , is Alice a tragic figure ? Clearr
ly, yes. She chooses to leave the
¦Rose Garden (cf. Eliot) to follow
to primrose path of the "white rab"bit. The action being imitated is
clearly her choice of a lesser good :
¦we may l«ave the pastoral world and
live in the real world , assuming disguises, feigning madness, hilt in the
end we must pay. Alice may conceivably be the Scourge of God in
purg ing the queen, even as Pilate
was, but as Pilate, she damned herself .- She- . may be living in a world
of anima-ls, but . she hersel f has become an animal, a white rabbit. The
story may appear as innocent as a
child's story, but then , does not
Pooh P

Steve Schoeman and Dick Geltman $75.00
apiece to help defray the cost of their trip
to the NSA convention last summer. Expenses were more than they had anticipated
and also both of them gave up money from
summer jobs so that they could attend the
convention.
3. Dennis Hardy requested $100.00 for operating funds for the Young Republicans and
Young Democrats . Clubs , to be used for refreshments, stationery and traveling expenses
for speakers. The Council was informed that
these clubs are viable, and that they have
members who are both interested and active.
Professor Raymond, Major Joly from Waterville, and Representative Mclntire are among
the scheduled speakers this year. A motion
¦was made by Mr. Geltman and passed-unanimously by the Council to appropriate $100
to the Young Republicans arid Young Democrats Clubs.
4. Letters of thanks will be sent to Mr.
Whaien, Mr. Dyer, WTVX, radio and TV
stations in Portland , and to the many others
who helped on the Weavers Concert.
Since there was no further . business, the
meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
CeCe Seirall. Secretary

Thanks to tho Echo " Extras "
(who DON'T get any salaries)
MARNIE HALE
JUDY RADWANY
KAY PARKER

ANNE RUGGLES
JUDY STANLEY
& GIL

ROYAL TYPEWRI TERS
SALES — SERVICE — RENTA L
NEW LOCATION
74 MAIN STREET
Come In And See

man 's attention so that he m«.y take them
to the Student Body Presidents Conference
¦
eat Jt *t.
.,. _
6. Student Government wril be responsisigns for Parwelcbming
putting
up
ble for
ents ' Weekend.
7. Appointments to the Fraternal Organizations Reriew Committee are being t considered .
8. It was decided to put the minutes of
the meetings in the ECHO immediately rather
than waiting until thtf following -week when
they hate been ¦approved , with the understanding Hhat they are still subject to the
correction and approval of the Council.
NEW BUSINESS:
1. A motion was made by Mr. Crawford
and passed , unanimously by the Council to
lend IFC $775.00 for a downpayment on
Josh White for Homecoming, to be paid back
on the night they collect the receipts.
2. A motion was made by Miss Wood and
passed unanimously by the Council to give

artist or interpreter. The latter
view predominates in the current
ging arena. Names like Joan
Baez or Odetta float a;bout college
campuses, gradually accumulating
layers of legend. The performer experiences a strange transformation
froih. person to myth .

creased by hearing them sing ii_
person . We might even go eo far as
to add that we prefer hearing their
voices emanating from some smooth
black record, . for then we are not
distracted by their presence. '

As we realized on Saturday night,
however, the Weavers do not fit
into this category. They have succeeded purely on the merit of the
music they produce. They do not
try to achieve effect by strange discord or unusual dress , but instead
offer only a clear, integrat ed
sound. Although we find this technique effective, we can understand
why some students were disatisfied
with the Weavers and their music.
We must admit that our enjoyment
of "Weaver-type songs was not in-

CLASS OF 1967 ,
Continued from Page One
Maine lead the list of "hom'e
states. " 54% of the class of '67 ie
from these two states as cbmpared
to 49% in the class of '66. Massachusetts is by far Colby 's leading
student supplier with 131, up from
95 last year , with Maine a nbt-tooclose second at 61. down from 79
last year.
Foreign, students are up 50?£
from last year. The class of '67 hits
9 as compared to 6 last year.

Thermo Heat Control
Air-Conditioned
Moder n Brick
Wall to Wal l Carpets
Fireproof - Free TV

ARNOLD MOTEL

Between Water , file and Fairfield
Colby Colle ge Nearby
-!
CLYDE J. THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
COFFEE SHOP
TELEPHONE EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
direct to Canada
Routes 281, too and 11
Tol . 453-731S
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.» Spring, Wstter - ill -

by Mary Fletcher
An awesome silence descends
upon the crowd. Time pauses. The
man raises his fingers to the
strings. He eases into a plaintive
song, his long hair falling into lis
eyes, his buffalo skin water ba!g
swinging at his side, bis feet tapping in his bamboo shoes. ! The
crowd sways. Today's Folksinger
has- launched another concert.
Anyone expecting this type of
soul-exposing music last Saturday
night, October 5, must have been
sorely disappointed. The Weavers
were not folksy. They just sang.
In our limited experience, there
appear to be two approaches to the
presentation of music - One faction
insists that the music, the- sound
itself is all-important, whereas the
opposition stresses the role of the

BERRY'S STATIONERS

STU-G REPORTS
Continued from Page Five

I

Weavers Perform; folksin
Folksingers (?)
Come To Colby

$3
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Come in and see the 1964 RAMBL ER.
Also See Our Selection Of Used Cars
and Our Shop Servin g All Makes.
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Pleaso sprid two hew boohldts , "How to piah Yoii r Cngagerhent and Wodd lng*'
and "Choosin g Your Diamo nd Rings/; bot h for only 25*. Also send Special
v
offe r of beautiful ., page Bride 's Book.
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Naravane Discusses
Gandhi and Tagore
(Ed. Note — The following are
points, from Professor V. S. Naravane's recent lecture on Gandhi and
Tagore.).
Gandhi and Tagore were unquestionably the two greatest representatives of India in the -modern age.
Gandhi led India to freedom, and
aroused the conscience, of the Indian
people against social inequity and
political bondage. Tagore made India conscious of her own glorious
cultural heritage , and , by his own
creative work, made that heritage
known to the world in a unique and
moving manner. These two men left
their stamp on every facet of Indian life and culture. And it is no
accident that Nehru, who has led
India since its independence , is- a
self-confessed follower of both Gandhi and Tagore.
Gandhi and Tagore present an interesting contrast in many ways.
Gandhi was a saint, he was a man
who shunned comfort and luxury in
every form . His approach to all
problems was/ethical. Tagore was
essentially a lover of beauty ; his
approach was aesthetic. Gandhi' s
ideas were simple and he adhered
to them uncompromisingly. His aim
and "purpose were fixed , unambigu-

ous.- Tagore had ,no definite goal
before him. He took delight in playing and experimenting with ' new
ideas. Gandhi had little use for
modern science, and did not bother
about questions of international relations. Tagore was an enthusiastic
admirer of western science and was
an avowed internationalist. Gandhi
was a man oi the masses and had
little time for literary or artistic
appreciation . Tagore , though a firm
believer in democracy, . was a hit of
a recluse — also, perhaps , a * bit
of an aristocrat — and gave himself up to poetry, music and painting. His social and educational
ideas were colored by his literary
and ' artistic interests.
Yet Gandhi and Tagore had much
in common . They, both gave priority
to . the spiritual over material values ; they were both men of peace ,
and were convinced of the futility
of violence ; they were suspicious of
'systems' and rigid ideologies ; they
both preferred to live in the countryside, away from cities, because
both felt that closeness to nature is
essential for human happiness. They
were great patriots , but both of
them were remarkedly tolerant toward other nations and traditions.

Strider Requests
"Don't " Undersell
Maine Students "

Don't sell Maine boys and girls
short. This was • the advice offered
by President Robert E. L. Strider
of Colby College in a dinner address
here tonight launching an area campaign to help the college meet requirements of a Ford Foundation
Challenge Grant.
Reporting that Colby had found
Maine
high
school
graduates
"sound academic investments," the
president said , ''Some people seem
fearful that Maine students may
fare badly at colleges where they
must compete with those who are
reputedly the sophisticated product
The message of Gandhi and Tav
gore was primarily addressed to India. However , the significance of
their ideas is universal. This is being increasingly , realized in many
sections of western society. Gandhi
preached truth , love and non-violence. Tagiire pleaded for a new
Humanism, based upon harmony
between East and "West , that would
preserve all that is best in the heri tage of Europe and'Asia . The lessons of the last two decades have
led many people to recognize that
there is no getting away from the
ideas of Gandhi and Tagrore.

Pro gress in the Bell System...

SWIMS... _ „

Qualification Test
Offered By S.SA

of advanced school systems in other
states. "
President Strider told an audience
of alumni , parents and other friends
that he deplored the inference.
Applications are now available for
"It has been our experience that
whenever these deficiencies do exist 'National Security Agency's Profes- '
Maine students make up for them, sional Qualification Test , which is
with native intelligenc and thor- to be administered on the campus
ough application to the task at of Colby College on December 7,
1963.
hand. "
Unusual and challenging careers
He stressed that at Colby, "We
like the Maine students we have and to college graduates at all levels
Using
statistics, from the baccalaureate to the docwant more."
President Strider said that on hon- torate are offered by the National
ors lists at the college (cum laude,. .Security Agency. The wide variety
distinction in the major , Phi Beta of NSA duties and the changing
Kappa , senior scholars) "one-third needs for projects require specialists
of the names are those of Maine who are not only well trained but
students - more than half again as who also possess a high degree, of
many as one would expect according flexibility and ingenuity. The Proto their numbers in the class. "
fessional Qualification Test has been
Two of the three major national especially constructed to provide
competitive scholarships won by- data to supplement other available*
Colby scholars last spring went to information, such as college records,
Maine students. Anna Quirion of recommendations, and interviews.
Augusta -won a Fulbright ScholarCollege graduates with majors
ship for study in France and Joa from many liberal arts fields can
F. Hall of Portland was awarded a be utilized by NSA. Any U.S. citiDanforth Graduate Fellowship. He zen and holder of or candidate for
is enrolled at \Princeton.
at least a bachelor's degree by Sep"The Colby admissions office lias tember , 1964 is eligible to take the
always favored Maine students," Professional Qualification Test. EnPresident Strider said , "and always gineering, mathematics, and physics
will , as long as these young men applicants need not' take the PQT,
and women continue their outstand- but should contact the Placement
ing level of performance.
p
Director for an appointment with a
"Tangible evidence of Colby 's in- visiting NSA representative. Beterest in its Maine students , " he cause of the classified nature of
Continued on Page Eight
NSA operations , all applicants for
employment are subject to a thorough background investigation.
Interested students should complete the application contained in
the Professional Qualification Test
Bulletin of Information , which is
available from the following : Placement Director or Mr. Bundy, Mr.
Raymond , Mr. Breckenridge , Mr.
Chapman or Mr. Clarke.
Deadline for receipt of applications is November 22, 1963.
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Gas Tank Full ?
For The Weeken d?
For The Game?
See
"CO OKIE" M1CH EAL

Corner of North & Pleasant Sts.
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9B MAIN STREET

Everything in Music
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DIAM BRF S
FINE FOOD FOR
COLBY STUDENT)..
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Progress takes many shapes in the Bell System. And among
the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient
to make things happen for their companies and themselves.
There are few! places ,where such restlessness is md
corned or rewarded thai, in the fast-growing phone business.
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ROTC Superior
Soon To Review
Campus Unit

Agency, Washington, D.C. Col.
Carhart was appointed" as the Area
A Commandant last, July when he
succeeded Colonel George A. Ross,
w ho was reassi gned to SHAPE
headquarters in Paris, France.

Practically every organization has
a superior. The Air Force ROTC department at Colby is no exception.
On Monday, Colonel Thomas M.
Carhart, the Commandant for Area
A (which includes twenty schools
in the New Eng lan d area " having
AFROTC detachments) will be on
campus to review the activities of
the Professor of Air Science and the
AFROTC unit. This will . be his first
visit to Colby.
His morning will be spent visiting
with President Strider, and other
college officials. At noon, he will
be the guest at a luncheon of the
Colby Air Force ROTC committee,
consisting of Professors Zukowski
(chairman), Junghans, McKenna,
Millet , Simpson , "Witham, Weinbel ,
and Maj . ¥m , Starker, ex-officio.
During the afternoon Colonel Carhart will attend an Air Science I
lecture hy Capt. Gerald H. Gulp,
an Air Science IV briefing, and a
reception sponsored by the Arnold
Air Society in the detachment office.
Colonel Carhart is presently stationed at Amherst, where he is the
Professor of Air Science at tho University of Mass. He has a son attending his second year at West
Point. His experiences in the service have been numerous since his
commissioning into the infantry as
a 2nd Lieutenant in 194=1. Two years
later he was commissioned into the
Air Corps. During World War II,
he flew twenty combat missions in
Italy. Some of his other positions
have been as Direptor of Operations
and Training, Air Defense Air Division ; and Assistant Chief , Air Traffic Operations, Federal Aviation

COLBY OFFERS YOU ,

Continued from Page One
the earlier date be given serious
consideration in making the application, because of the time necessarily involved in making preparations
for beginning the program.
Spanish Majors consult Prof. Hol-

lan d , L. 324' ; French Majors con-

sult Mr. Judah, L. 323 ; German
Majors consult Prof. Schmidt, L.
330; Majors in English consult
Prof. Curran , M. Library 203C or
Prof. Yokelson , M. Library 203D ;
Majors in the Sciences consult Prof.
Easton , L. S. 201A ; and Maj ors in
Social Science consult Prof. MTavrinac, M. Library 80 or Prof, lieuman , L. 312. Any student not falling iaito any of the above categories
should see Prof. Holland, L. 324.

Photo grapSiy
From India
New Exhibit

photographs has said , 'Indian life
is easily accessible and abundantly
present to even the most casual and
inquiring eyes. One does not have
to Inock on doors to get' at the
heart of India, for virtually all living, from birth to death , is done on
the sidewalks with little privacy.
"l^o essay of photographs 'on India should attempt to portray too
much , for the country is too vast
and complex. , In limiting myself to
the streets, I find that my pictures
very often show extreme human deprivation , yet this is not what . I
intend to emphasize. I have tried

IMAGES OF INDIA , an exhibit
of Indian photography by Stephen
Trefonides has just opened at the
Bixler Art Center. Life in India 's
cities is captured in these photographs , taken in 1959-60 when he
studied painting as a Fulbright
scholar at the University of Bombay. Trefonides has also studied at
the Boston Museum School of Fine
Arts and the "Vesper George School
of Art in Boston , "Mass. He received first prize in the Portland
Art Festival in 1958 and has held |
several one-man shows.
The photographs , which reflect
what the author calls "the heart of
India ", were first shown at "Brandei s University and are now part
of a traveling exhibition in the American Federation of Arts.
Trefonides , in commenting on his

GENEROUS GRANT

Continued from Page One
Education , which includes visiting
lectu reshi p gran t s , national •scholarships, and 4-H scholarships, along
with matching contributions and
scholarships for children of company
emp loyees .

TONY'S

(on the Rotary)
Fabulous Italian Sandwiches
Pizzas and Dyn amites
" Tiny Tony " Cheese Plzzo 3Qc '
Meat Ball Sandwiches
and Hot Pepper Rolls
Groceries and Beer to take out
Free Delivery on $4.00 orders
and over. Call ahead and have !
your orders ready .
f R 2-9731
Open 9 a.m. til 12 p.m. nightly
Open Sundays 1 p.m.

60 TEMPLE STREET

Member Federal Deposit -

CLEANLINESS PREVAIL.

Insurance Corn.

Open Day and Night

We extend our hearty
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We hope tha t you enjoy your stay in our city.
Please drop in and bro wse around. Come see our
new Colby Corner and our mural of
Colby Campus.
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NOTE : TO COLBY STUDENTS
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Waterville, Maine

" Heart of Maine "

"THE HAUNTED PALACE"

'TERRIFIED"

DINER

Main Street

* i

Both Theaters - Fri. -Sat. -Sun .
Edgar Allen Poe 's

Second Horror Hit

-

PARK'S

28 Offices in the

Air Conditioning

_

,

^P«l^ Trust Company '

Located At

STATE and WINSLOW DRIVE-IN
In Color
with Vincent Price - Debra Paget
and Lon Chancy

,also .

"THE FOUR DAYS
OF NAPLES"
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American & Syrian Food

I

Wednesday - Saturda y
"
CONDEMNED
OF ALTONA "
I
with
Robert
W agner
|
Frederdick March - Sophia Loren
|
Plus
Jackie Kennedy 's
ASIAN TOUR
Starts Sunda y
"TH E HAUNTING"
Julie Harris - Claire Bloom
and Russ Tamafyn

^n ^EPOSITOM S

Home Style Cooking

Continued from Page Seven
sai d , "is demonstrated by the fact
1
that although Maine boys and girls
represent only about 20 percent of
the student body, more than if) percent of the financial aid and scholars h ip money awarded each years
goes to this group."

"I try . to move people, not to ed'
ucate them. "

I

MAJESTY
RESTAURANT

STRIDER REQUESTS

to stimulate much more in the viewer than pity. It is in the unguarded
reaction that I find the link which
permits identification with the Indian. Fantastic temple architecture,
even strange actions of sadhu and
asce tic , all recede to allow response
to spirit and emotion.
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WHIRE WOMEN LIKE TO iMOP SOB

Paey *27

Howie '41
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THE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS

—WHERE WOMEN LIKE TO SHOP--

,
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WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET

WHERE COLBY BOYS MEET

Lud y '21
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Levin E's
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Lud y '21
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Pacy '27

,

Howie '41
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